CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the writer will write about the conclusion of the study. The conclusion of the study is answering to the research questions. The writer will also give some suggestions related to the novel and for the further writers who will write this novel to be their study.

5.1 Conclusion

In the conclusion, the writer briefly answers the research questions that are formulated in the previous chapter. The research questions are 1) what internal conflict does Elizabeth Bennet face and 2) what are the causes of the conflict.

In the first question about internal conflict that is faced by the main character, Lizzy is between Lizzy and herself. Lizzy gets proposal from Mr. Collins who will inherit her estate. Lizzy refuses his proposal very straightly. She does not want to marry a man without love. In other hand, she knows she needs a guarantee of her life because her estate will be Mr. Collins’ estate when her father dies. When Lizzy sees Mr. Collins, she does not like him because of
his character. Even when Mr. Collins reminds her about her estate and her background’s family, she is not influenced by his word. She does not want to give up her happiness because of money or estate. She does not care about the Bennet’s estate. She wants to find her true love. When she meets Mr. Darcy, she knows that Mr. Darcy is a rich man but she does not think to marry him. She has many problems with him and her prejudice to Mr. Darcy puts him in the bad place in Lizzy’s life. After Lizzy knows the truth about Mr. Darcy, she opens her mind to judge him objectively and starts to like him.

Causes of the conflict that is faced by Lizzy are the first is the situation of her family. There are five daughters in Bennet’s family and there is no son to be the heir of their estate. Lizzy has to find a rich man to be married to her to help her get a better life. Mr. Collins asks Lizzy to marry him and Lizzy can have the estate back. The condition of her family is the first cause that Lizzy must marry someone who has a good wealth and connection. The second cause from Lizzy’s internal conflict is her parents’ marriage. Lizzy realizes that her parents have a bad marriage even they have already married for 23 years. Lizzy sees her father gets married because of her
mother’s beauty and joy. Lizzy feels the effect of her parents’ marriage life does not give their children good impact. Lizzy thinks that children will get bad influences from their parents’ bad marriage. Lizzy considers the cause of her parents’ marriage, she does not want to rush the time to find a husband. She wants to marry a man because she loves him and the man loves her. Lizzy does not want to have a bad marriage and does not make her happy.

The internal conflict from this novel is about Lizzy decisions to marry a man because of love not because of his wealth. She refuses Mr. Collins’ proposal even he becomes the heir of Bennet’s estate. She begins to fall in love with Mr. Darcy after she reveals the truth of Mr. Darcy and realizes that her prejudice about Mr. Darcy is wrong. Mr. Darcy helps Lizzy and her family when they get in trouble with Lydia. His sacrifices for Lizzy make her realize her feeling to Mr. Darcy. She does not care about Mr. Darcy wealth even when the truth that Mr. Darcy is a rich man. When Lizzy chooses Mr. Darcy and accept his second proposal, Lizzy knows that they get married because of love.

The writer summarizes the internal conflict that is faced by Lizzy. Lizzy realizes that her life need money to support her future
life and her mother force her to marry Mr. Collins but in the end, she chooses to marry Mr. Darcy who shows her that he loves her.

5.2 Suggestions

5.2.1 Suggestion for the Readers of the Novel

Reading a novel is very enjoyable. From the novel, readers can see the real life because novel is capturing life and make it to the story. Readers can also find moral values of the novel. After doing the research, the writer hopes that readers can understand more about internal conflict. The result of applying this conflict toward different people in the different places will be different. In this case, people need to have love. Loves can help people to understand more about words.

5.2.2 Suggestion for Teaching Literature

The writer finds it very interesting to analyze a piece of literary work, in this case is internal conflict analysis. The writer realizes to find an internal conflict; she has to analyze very deeply about the setting, characters, plot, and theme.
The writer suggests that in teaching literature it would be better if the teacher gives the students direction to analyze the setting, characters, plot, and theme. From the writer’s experience, the teacher always asks the students to read and explain about the plot. To analyze those points, they could use objective approach to get better understanding about the problem and the feeling of the characters in the novel. The teacher could ask about another point that related to the novel, the purpose of the writer and the function of the novel. From these kinds of activities, the students could get more understanding rather than answering comprehension questions about the story.

5.2.3 Suggestion for Further Study

The writer realizes that in this study, the writer only limits her analysis into the internal conflict and the causes that is faced by the main character. There are many aspects can be analyzed. The writer suggest for the further study to analyze external conflict and the society in this novel.
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